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1. Introduction

Recent experiments with the tilted DIII-D (off-axis) neutral 
beam injection (NBI), which significantly vary the beam 
energetic particle (EP) source profiles, have provided strong 
evidence that unstable Alfven eigenmodes (AE) drive stiff EP 
transport at a critical EP density gradient [1]. The experimen-
tally inferred EP density profiles were found to be insensi-
tive to the NBI deposition profile. We propose to identify the 
critical gradient with the condition that the maximum local 
AE growth rate exceeds the local ion temperature gradient-
trapped electron mode (ITG/TEM) growth rate at the same 
low-n toroidal mode number. This condition, or recipe, was 
supported by early fixed-gradient nonlinear local δf  gyroki-
netic code GYRO [2, 3] simulations with low-n AE modes 
embedded in high-n ITG/TEM turbulence. The simulations 

showed unbounded EP transport at the critical gradient [4]. 
This recipe is somewhat more optimistic than stiff EP trans-
port at the AE marginal stability gradient used in a recent 
ITER projection of AE driven alpha confinement losses [5]. 
The marginal stability (zero AE growth rate) gradient often 
proves to be difficult to identify. In any case the earlier local 
nonlinear simulations [4] show that the low-level EP trans-
port from the ITG/TEM micro-turbulence was only slightly 
increased going well beyond the low-n AE marginal gradient 
when the high-n micro-turbulence is large. In essence the high 
level high-n ITG/TEM turbulence generates a high level of 
n  =  0 zonal flows which appear to nonlinearly saturate the 
low-n AE modes [4]. The low-n ITG/TEM growth rate is 
assumed to be a good representative of the zonal flow ExB 
shearing rate. [6] should be consulted for a general review 
of energetic particle physics in fusion research preparing 
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for burning plasma experiments. Nearly all previous gyroki-
netic studies of EP driven unstable AE modes have assumed 
a Maxwellian velocity distribution for the EP’s. The linear 
GYRO simulations presented here found that the slowing-
down beam-like EP distribution had a slightly lower critical 
gradient than that from an isotropic Maxwellian.

This paper attempts to quantitatively validate the proposed 
AE critical gradient stiff transport model against data from the 
on-axis NBI DIII-D shot 146102 using the ALPHA EP density 
transport code [5]. This discharge was part of the on-axis to 
off-axis beam deposition scan carried out in [1] in which the 
resulting fast ion profiles were found to be relatively insensi-
tive to the beam deposition profile. The ALPHA code com-
bines the low-n stiff EP critical density gradient AE transport 
(normally most unstable at the mid-core radii) with the Angioni 
et al [7, 8] energy independent high-n ITG/TEM density trans-
port model which controls the central core EP density profile. 
While the net EP confinement loss to the edge is small, for the 
on-axis case known to have the strongest AE amplitudes, about 
half the birth fast ions are transported from the central core 
r/a  <  0.5 and redistributed to the outer radii. The central den-
sity is about half the classical slowing down density. This pre-
dicted central core particle loss fraction is found to be in good 
agreement with experimental fast ion pressure profiles inferred 
from MSE constrained EFIT equilibria and fast ion D-alpha 
measurements. Data from fast ion D-alpha (FIDA) diagnostic 
sensitive to the highest energy fast ions suggest a somewhat 
higher diffusion rate than for the bulk fast ions.

We caution that this is a first step validation of an EP crit-
ical gradient AE transport model and there are many caveats. 
There is the implicit assumption that the ‘input’ velocity space 
distribution (be it Maxwellian, isotropic or beam-like slowing 
down) is fixed and not significantly distorted by any trans-
port process, hence the Maxwellian effective EP temperature 
is unchanged. The logarithmic gradient of the effective EP 
temperature is small compared to the logarithmic gradient of 
the of the EP density. With this, the critical EP density gra-
dient is easily converted to the more physically relevant crit-
ical EP pressure gradient. The ALPHA code is only a density 
moment radial transport code. Given the EP slowing-down 
density (or EP birth rate source) profile, ALPHA computes the 
transported EP density, which is difficult to measure experi-
mentally. However, the corresponding EP pressure moment 
profiles computed from the EP density and fixed EP effective 
temperature profiles can be compared directly with experi-
mental EP pressure profiles. When the EP beta fraction is high 
(>50% as in the case here), NBI fast ion pressure profile from 
MHD equilibrium EFIT [9, 10] reconstruction (using mag-
netics, motional Stark effect, thermal pressure data, etc.) is 
the most robust experimental EP profile data. In contrast, the 
fast-ion D-alpha (FIDA) diagnostic [11–13] samples a smaller 
portion of energy and pitch angle space. Comparative analysis 
of FIDA data actually requires a kinetic transport code (like 
TRANSP-NUBEAM [14]) with a velocity space dependent 
effective diffusivity.

However, as an EP density transport code, ALPHA 
assumes a velocity space (energy and pitch angle) inde-
pendent effective diffusivity. The EP effective diffusivity is a 

function of the radius only independent of energy (and pitch 
angle). In essence the EP energy transport flux is assumed to 
be purely convective with ( )= ΓQ T3/2EP EP EP. While the low-n 
AE stiff critical gradient energy transport is likely somewhat 
stronger than purely convective [5], EP transport from the 
high-n ITG/TEM can be considerably less when the EP tem-
perature TEP is much larger than the electron temperature Te  
[7, 8]. For the case of fusion alphas in a burning plasma where 

( )T T O/ ~ 100EP e , the ITG/TEM energy transport flux can be 
1/30 the purely convective flux [5]. For the central core where 
ITG/TEM transport is most important in the DIII-D NBI case 
at hand ( )T T O/ ~ 10EP e , the energy flux for the Angioni model 
[7] is about 1/3 the purely convective flux. By treating only 
the EP particle density transport, the ALPHA code corre-
spondingly overestimates the measurable EP pressure trans-
port in the central core, where high-n ITG/TEM transport is 
dominant, while perhaps underestimating the mid-core low-n 
AE transport. It is important to note that any critical gradient 
model of low-n AE EP transport cannot be validated inde-
pendent of a model for the ITG/TEM EP transport.

Section 2 of the paper provides some details of the experi-
mental and simulation profile parameters for the DIII-D shot 
146102 tilted NBI series. Section 3 illustrates the construc-
tion of our recipe for the local critical EP density gradient 
profile from local linear GYRO simulations. Predictions 
from Maxwellian, isotropic and beamlike slowing down 
distributions are compared. Section 4 illustrates the applica-
tion of the recipe in the ALPHA EP density transport code 
and our best attempts to validate the recipe. For convenience 
of the reader, the appendix summarizes (and corrects) the 
formulation of the ALPHA code first given in [5] and the 
Angioni model [7].

2. Experimental and simulation profile parameters

This paper focuses on the 1 MA current 2 T toroidal field L-mode 
DIII-D on-axis NBI discharge 146102 of [1]. The safety factor 
at r/a  =  0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 is ( =q 0.0,  0.5, 1.0)   (5.2, 4.5, 8.7) 
respectively. The major radius is (   ) =R 0.0, 1.0 (1.7, 1.6)m 
with a flat elongation (κ =0.0, 1.0)   (1.72, 1.66). The mid-
plane minor radius is =a m0.61 . This discharge is in a series 
with increasing off-axis beam-mix fractions [0.0, 0.22, 0.45, 
0.75, 1.0] at a fixed 4MW power (with the latter far off-axis 
discharge 146101). It is assumed that the discharge param-
eters and thermal plasma profiles (figure 2 of [1]) do not 
significantly vary in the series. Rather, there is an extreme 
variation in the NBI deposition with the classical (no trans-
port) slowing-down beam density computed from TRANSP 
NUBEAM [14] peaking to ( ) = × −n 0 0.42 10 mEP

19 3 at 
the center in the on-axis case and peaking at mid-core 

( ) =n 0.4EP  × −0.12 10 m19 3 in the extreme off-axis case 
(see figure  4 [1]). In the on axis case, the electron density 
is ( = × −n 0.0, 0.5, 1.0)   (3.8, 2.1, 1.5) 10 me

19 3, the electron 
temperature is =T (0.0, 0.5, 1.0)   (1.8, 0.55. 0.05)keVe  the 
ion temperature is =T (0.0, 0.5, 1.0)   (1.5, 0.55. 0.15)keVi  
and the ion toroidal rotation is (Ω =0.0, 0.5, 1.0)   (55, 20, 5) 
× −10 rad s3 1. It should be noted that the linear GYRO 
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simulations, in section 3 to follow, did not include any effects 
of rotational or ExB shear. The Zeff ~1.5 profile is rather flat. 
The key result from [1] for our interest here is that the ‘FIDA 
density’ profile was invariant to the NBI deposition profile 
for the beam-mix less than 0.75, where the AE modes were 
unstable (see figure  (10) of [1]). This invariance is a signa-
ture of a critical gradient in the EP density, which we hope to 
quantify.

The TRANSP NUBEAM code [14] used to obtain the clas-
sical (no transport) slowing down EP density used the full, 
half, and third components of the nominal 80 keV beams. 
The NUBEAM-generated equivalent EP temperature is 

( =T 0.0, 0.5, 1.0)   (22, 18, 9.1)keVEP . The effective tempera-
ture profile is well matched by a single component injection 
energy =E 64keVEP  for the isotropic slowing down dis-

tribution used in the GYRO (and ALPHA) codes: =F Es( )� �  

{ [ ]} ( )� � �+E E I E1/ /c c
3/2 3/2

2
1/2

 where ∫ =E dE F E/2 1
0

1 1/2 ( )�� � �  

and ∫= + =I E E E E E nd /2 1/ 1/3 1C c2
1/2

0

1 1/2 3/2 3/2( ) { [ ]} ( )� � � � �   

[( ) ]� �+ E E1 /C C
3/2 3/2

 with =�E E E/ EP and �Ec the simi-

larly normalized cross-over energy. For the beam-like 
slowing down distribution, an all co-current single 

pitch angle ξ υ υ λ= = − �B/ 1  distribution was used: 

∫λ ξ ξ= − Λ− Λ Λ∆F Bco, exp[ / / 1/2 d /  expbpa 0
2 2

0

1 1/2( ) ( ) ] {�  

ξ ξ ξ− − ∆/0
2 2[ ( ) ]} and ( )λ =�F Bctr, 0bpa  where ξΛ = −1 ,2   

B B0.5, 0.20  λ λ= Λ = ∆ = ∆Λ =� �  and hence ξ = 0.707,0  

/ 2 0( )ξ ξ∆ = ∆Λ = ( ) =0.2/1.41 0.1414. At r/a  =  0.5 the 

trapped-passing boundary is at λ =�B 0.69 at which point 
the EPs are mostly passing. The reformulation of GYRO to 
handle beam-like slowing down distributions followed the 
Antonsen and Lane [15] formulation of gyrokinetics for a 
general distribution to write ∣−∂ ∂ µnF E1 /  and µ−∂ ∂nF B1 / E 
with µ λ= E/ . The rather complicated modifications to the 
GYRO field solve equations had little effect on stability since 
the EP density relative to the thermal plasma density is small, 
hence the change in net polarization density is small.

3. Construction of the critical gradient model from 
local mode linear stability

To construct our recipe for the critical EP density gradient, we 
first look at the global mode growth rates from GYRO linear 
initial value simulations with a Maxwellian EP distribution 
using the experimental slowing down EP density profile for 
DIII-D discharge 146102 described in section  2. The dis-
charge with a high minimum-q can drive reverse shear Alfven 
eigenmodes (RSAEs). However the most unstable global 
mode spanning mid-core to the outer radii and surviving to 
the weakest off -axis heating driving gradient is a toroidal 
Alfven eigenmode (TAE). The relative amplitudes and radial 
location of the four leading global eigenmodes are shown in 
figure 11 of [1]. The sub-dominant global eigenmodes local-
ized to the inner core radii are unstable only for the strongest 

driving gradients with on-axis heating. Initial value simula-
tions pick-up only the mode unstable mode. Figure 1 shows 
the most unstable n  =  3 global mode rates (normed to [ ]c a/s  at 
r/a  =  0.6) as the experimental EP slowing down density pro-
file is scaled downward by a scale factor ( ) ( )=S n r n r/F EP EP

exp . 
=c T m/s c i  is the local sound speed. The global growth rates 

have a broad maximum over n  =  3, 4, and 5. Assuming lower 
wave numbers have longer mixing lengths, we take n  =  3 to 
be the most important in determining the critical gradient. 
The key question is whether to identify the critical gradient 
with the γ > 0AE ,γ γ>+AE ITG/TEM ITG/TEM, or γ γ>AE ITG/TEM. 
Figure 1 shows that the corresponding threshold scale factors 
SF are roughly (extrapolated to) 0.0, 0.2, 0.35 respectively. 
The subscript AE (ITG/TEM) refers to the EP driving gra-
dients on (off) and the thermal plasma driving gradients off 
(on). AE+ITG/TEM refers to both EP and thermal plasma 
gradients turned on. The most unstable global AE mode 
amplitudes maximize at about r/a  =  0.54 which is close to 
the minimum-q.

A local critical gradient model is most conveniently deter-
mined from the most unstable local eigenmode growth rates. 
That is fortunate since we argue that local modes are more 
 relevant to profile gradient relaxation to a critical gradient than 
global modes. Local modes need only phase correlate a few 
near-by singular surface. They are quicker to form. The phase 
correlation over many singular surfaces required of global 
modes means they are slower to form and easily broken up in a 
background of high-n turbulence. In fact at the radial location of 
maximum amplitude for any global mode (even a sub-dominant 
global mode), the local mode will have the higher growth rate 
since they suffer less from plasma profile shear stabilization. 
Referring again to figure 11 of [1], local modes can also ‘feed’ 
the central core sub-dominant global modes as well as the most 
unstable mid to outer core global mode treated in figure 1.

Local growth rates are shown in figure  2 for r/a  =  0.3, 
0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. At full driving =S 1F , the strongest local 

Figure 1. Global mode growth rates normed at r/a  =  0.6versus the 
scale factor SF on the experimental slowing down EP density profile 
for DIII-D shot 146102 beam mix 0.22. Maximum amplitude 
at r/a  =  0.54. Isotropic Maxwellian NBI energetic particle 
distribution.
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mode growth rate [ ]γ =+ c a0.41 /sAE ITG/TEM 0.6 is at r/a  =  0.5 
shown in figure 2(c). As expected the maximum local growth 
rate it is considerably larger than the corresponding global 
rate [ ]γ =+ c a0.23 /sAE ITG/TEM 0.6 shown in figure  1. Away 
from the maximum [e.g. r/a  =  0.6 figure  2(d)], the local 
growth rate [ ]γ =+ c a0.12 /sAE TEM 0.6 can be lower than the 
global growth rate. More importantly, the scale factor for 
γ γ>AE ITG/TEM at the maximum local rate near r/a  =  0.5 is 
SF  =  0.15 [figure 2(d)] compared to =S 0.35F  in the global 
mode case [figure 1]. The critical EP density (pressure) gra-
dient is given by the scale factor times the slowing down 
density (pressure). As can be seen from figure  2, the scale 
factors for γ γ>+AE ITG/TEM ITG/TEM are about 20%, 30%, 50%, 
and 60% lower than for our chosen recipe γ γ>AE ITG/TEM at 
r/a  =  0.6, 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 respectively. The corresponding 
critical gradients will be somewhat lower and in the central 
core r/a  <  0.3 perhaps considerably lower. Computationally 
intensive nonlinear GYRO simulations of the DIII-D analo-
gous to [4] with low-n AE modes embedded in high-n ITG/
TEM turbulence are in progress to determine which con-
dition [ ]γ γ γ γ> >+  or AE ITG/TEM ITG/TEM AE ITG/TEM  more 
accurately represents the critical gradient defined by 
unbounded EP transport at fixed gradients. At r/a  =  0.6, 
0.4, and 0.3 the marginal stability point γ > 0AE  appears 
to coincide with the γ γ>+AE ITG/TEM ITG/TEM. However, as 
discussed in [5], determination of any the marginal point 
(   )γ γ γ> >+0  or  0AE AE AE ITG/TEM  required higher GYRO grid 
resolution and in general is not always clear.

Figure 3 contrasts the γAE and γITF/TEM growth rates versus 
the scale factor SF on the experimental slowing down EP den-
sity from Maxwellian, isotropic slowing down, and beam-like 
slowing down EP velocity distributions. Global mode growth 
rates are shown in figure 3(a) and the most unstable r/a  =  0.5 
local mode growth rates in figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows the 
corresponding critical EP density gradients in comparison to 
the classical slowing down EP gradient (labeled experiment.) 
The critical gradients are lower with increasing free energy in 
the EP velocity space distribution function. Note that figure 3 
(and the earlier figures) refer to beam-mix fraction 0.22, but 
the critical gradients are insensitive to beam-mix in the DIII-D 
146102 series since the thermal plasma and equilibrium are 
not significantly different.

4. Validation of the critical gradient model

To validate the AE critical EP density gradient profiles deter-
mined from the GYRO linear growth rates, the critical pro-
files are inserted in the ALPHA EP density transport code 
reviewed in the appendix. Figure 4 illustrates the beam-mix 
0.0 on-axis deposition case. Figure  4(a) shows that with 
the Angioni energy independent EP transport model [7, 8] 
for the high-n ITG/TEM micro-turbulence acting alone 
(labeled AE off) there is only a small reduction of the cen-
tral density from the slowing down. Figure  4(d) indicates 
that only about 10% of the particle birth flow is lost from 
the mid-core at r/a  =  0.5. This is in contrast to the effect 

Figure 2. Local mode growth rates versus the scale factor SF on the experimental the slowing down EP density profile at r/a  =  0.3 in (a), 
0.4 in (b), 0.5 in (c), and 0.6 in (d) for DIII-D shot 146102 beam mix 0.22. Isotropic Maxwellian NBI energetic particle distribution.
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Figure 3. Global mode growth rates (a) and local mode growth rates (b) versus the scale factor SF on the slowing down EP density profile. 
Experimental slowing down EP density gradient (black dashed) and critical density gradients in (c) comparing Maxwellian (red circle), 
isotropic slowing down (blue square), and beam-like slowing down (black triangle) NBI energetic particle velocity distributions for DIII-D 
shot 146102 beam-mix 0.22. ‘Experimental’ EP density from TRANSP.
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of adding the AE stiff transport (AE on) at mid-core: the 
fully transported peak EP density is about half the slowing 
down peak [figure  4(a)] and about half the birth par-
ticle flow is lost from the mid-core a/r  =  0.5 [figure 4(d)].  
Note the ‘redeposition effect’ in figure 4(d) where the trans-
ported particle flow decreases to a small level beyond the mid-
core. We stress again that any low-n AE critical gradient model 
cannot really be validated independent of a model for the 
high-n ITG/TEM transport of EPs. Since the AE stiff transport 
does not (in this case) penetrate to the central core, the central 
peak EP density would be much high without the ITG/TEM  
transport [see figure  4(a)]. Figure  4(b) illustrates the AE 
transported EP density gradient is driven close to the crit-
ical gradient where the slowing down EP gradient exceeds 
the critical. The ‘over shoot’ at 0.65  <r/a  <  0.75 beyond 
where the slowing down gradient exceeds the critical could 
be termed an AE ‘avalanching’ effect. This ‘over shoot’ is 
characteristic of other critical EP gradient models [16]. In 
very strongly driven cases, it is possible that the ‘over shoot’ 
can reach into the center and to the edge. The corresponding 
effective particle density (or velocity space independent) dif-
fusivity profiles are shown in figure 4(c) in comparison with 
the thermal plasma effective energy diffusivity. Note that AE 

transported EP density profiles for the beam-like slowing 
down distribution is only slightly lower than the Maxwellian. 
The distinction is not likely within the resolution of the 
experimental uncertainty. These simulations are not inconsis-
tent with previous DIII-D experimental results which found 
that EP transport enhancement due to microturbulence to be 
below detectable levels and EP transport from coherent AE’s 
considerably larger [17] and in the range of 1 m2 s−1.

Figure  5 repeats the figure  4 panels using the beam-like 
slowing down NBI velocity distribution only and varying the 
beam-mix from on-axis to off-axis: 0.0, 0.22, 0.45, 1.00. The 
central peak slowing down density drops by 50% [figure 5(a)]  
and the peak in the slowing down density gradient shifts 
outward from r/a  =  0.2 to 0.5 [figure  5(b)]. [The slowing 
down density profiles by TRANSP NUBEAM (from which 
the source profiles are derived as in appendix A) were uni-
formly shifted up or down by as much as 8% to make sure 
the net birth flow to the edge is exactly the same as shown 
in figure 5(d). In any case, it is difficult for the experiment to 
keep total NBI power exactly constant and figure 5 is intended 
as illustration.] The main point is that the transported EP den-
sity profiles in figure  5(a) are almost perfectly invariant: a 
key qualitative signature of a critical gradient. The predicted 

Figure 5. EP density profiles in (a), EP density gradient profiles in (b), EP effective diffusivity and plasma effective diffusivity profiles in 
(c), with birth and transport particle flows profiles in (d) versus normalized radius for DIII-D shot 146102 increasingly off-axis beam mix 
0.0–1.0 using the beam-like slowing down NBI velocity distribution critical gradient.
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invariance is consistent with the invariance of the ‘FIDA den-
sity’ (see figure 10(a) of [1]) for beam-mix fraction  <0.72 but 
not for extreme off-axis beam-mix of 1.0 which had substan-
tially lower ‘FIDA density’ and also substantially lower AE 
amplitude signals (see figure 8 of [1]). The lower ‘FIDA den-
sity’ can only be explained by an under rated off-axis (tilted) 
beam line power which produced all the NBI power in the 
beam-mix 1.0 case.

Returning to the better documented on-axis beam-mix 0.0 
case, a more quantitative measure of the critical gradient is to 
compare the predicted and experimental EP pressure profile 
as in figure 6(a). The slowing-down and transport EP pressure 
was taken directly from TRANSP NUBEAM using the velocity 
space independent effective diffusivity from the ALPHA code 
[e.g. figure  4(c)] in the case of the transported profile. [The 
‘ALPHA diffusivity’ (defined the appendix) was multiplied by 
the appropriate geometric factor 〈 〉|∇ |r1/ ~ 1.492  converting 
to ‘TRANSP diffusivity’. As a code verification, TRANSP 
NUBEAM pressure (and density) profiles were found to be in 
excellent agreement with the direct predictions from ALPHA.] 
The MHD equilibrium EFIT [9, 10] reconstructed EP pressure 

profile (from external magnetics, motional Stark effect, and 
thermal pressure data) is considered highly reliable because 
the beam beta fraction is very high (>50%). Very small sample 
error bars are indicated in figure 6(a). The experimentally recon-
structed EP pressure is slightly lower than the reconstructed EP 
pressure profile ‘data’ and shows no evidence of the ‘redeposi-
tion effect’ where the transported pressure [density] in figure 6(a) 
[in figure 5(a)] exceeds the slowing down outside the mid-core. 
Otherwise it seems reasonable to conclude that the pressure pro-
file data is consistent with the AE critical gradient prediction that 
transported peak EP density is about half the slowing down peak 
and about half the birth particle flow is lost from the mid-core.

On the other hand, the more difficult to interpret ‘FIDA 
density’ diagnostic [11–13] data in figure  6(b) appears 
to be more consistent with peak and mid-core losses of 
about three-fourths the slowing down density and birth. 
The vertical FIDA data is integrated over wavelengths 
from 650.5–652.7 nm, which correspond to energies along 
the line-of-sight of 25–68 keV. The much larger error bars 
[compared to the EFIT data in figure 6(a)] results mainly 
from the FIDA brightness calibration based on a compar-
ison to an AE-quiescent discharge acquired on the same 
day. Recalling that the effective NBI injection energy 
is 64 keV and the mid-core effective EP temperature is 
only 9 keV (corresponding to about 15 keV energy), the 
FIDA diagnostic is most sensitive to transport of the high 
energy ‘tail’ EPs rather than the bulk as in the case of 
the pressure data. In effect the FIDA data appears to be 
consistent with the high energy tail having about twice 
the diffusivity of the bulk. This may be consistent with 
the mid-core (r/a  =  0.5) AE transport having a ‘coeffi-
cient of convection’ [5] ratio ( )= ΓC Q T/ 3/2EP EP EP as large 
as two. [For example in Maxwellian distribution case of 
figure  2(c), the quasilinear value of C is about 1.5 well 
above threshold but appear to get as large as 2.0 near 
threshold at SF  =  0.2].

5. Conclusions

Our overall conclusion is that the AE critical EP density 
gradient stiff EP transport model determined by the recipe 
γ γ>AE ITG/TEM presented in section 3, is in good agreement 
with the NBI fast ion pressure profile inferred from MSE 
constrained equilibrium EFIT reconstructions for the on-axis 
NBI deposition DIII-D discharge 146102 [figure  6(a)]. The 
agreement is consistent with about half the birth fast ions lost 
from the central core (r/a  >  0.5) as predicted by the ALPHA 
EP density transport code (reviewed in the appendix). The 
ALPHA code and the current critical EP density gradient 
model provides only a velocity space independent effective dif-
fusivity for purely convective transport. Thus ALPHA cannot 
directly account for the FIDA diagnostic data [figure  6(b)]  
which indicates that the high energy EP ‘tail’ transports at 
about twice the bulk (purely convective) rate. It was found 
that AE quasilinear EP energy transport can be as much as 
two times larger than purely convective. Going forward, the 
treatment of EP transport can be improved with the use of 

Figure 6. DIII-D shot 146102 at 545 ms on-axis NBI. (a) Total 
fast-ion pressure from MHD equilibrum EFIT [9, 10] reconstruction 
(from magnetics, motional Stark effect, thermal pressure data) 
versus normalized radius. (Representative random errors associated 
with uncertainties in the thermal pressure are shown for two 
positions; systematic errors in the equilibrium reconstruction are 
of comparable magnitude). (b) The ‘FIDA density’ is the FIDA 
brightness divided by injected neutral density versus normalized 
radius. FIDASIM code slowing down (dashed green), and 
FIDASIM code transported (solid blue) ‘FIDA density’ is obtained 
with a TRANSP code prediction from model velocity space 
independent effective diffusivity [figure 4(c)]. Experimental ‘FIDA 
density’ data (red star points) with one-sigma random error bars.
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kinetic transport codes and the use of velocity space depen-
dent effective diffusivity models for ITG/TEM induced EP 
transport; e.g. the energy dependent version of the Angioni 
model [7, 8], the DEP model [18], or the Pueschel model 
[19]. Computationally intensive nonlinear GYRO simulations 
of this DIII-D discharge with low-n AE modes embedded in 
high-n ITG/TEM turbulence in the presence of equilibrium 
ExB shear should provide a more accurate recipe for the crit-
ical gradient as well as some insight into the development of a 
velocity space dependent effective diffusivity for stiff critical 
gradient transport of EPs induced by AEs.
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Appendix A. Formulation of the ALPHA Code

The EP density nEP(r) continuity equation is

( ) [   ( ) ]

( )[ ( ) ( )]

∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

= −

′ ′n r t V V D n r r r

S r n r n r

/ 1/ / /

1 /

EP EP EP

0 EP s

 (A.1)

where ( ) ( ) { ( ) [ ( )]}τ=S r n r r I a r/0 S S 2  and ( )[ ( ) ( )]S r n r n r/0 EP S  
is the slowing down sink. The slowing down density nS(r) 
is taken from the TRANSP NUBEAM [14] code. To a good 
approximation [ ]π κ=′V d rR r2 /d2

0 . τS is the slowing down 

time, a E E E/c cEP  = = �  is the square root ratio of the 

EP birth or injection energy, and ( )   ( )∫= +I a x x a xd /n
n

0

1 33 . 

The Maxwellian equivalent temperature of the EP is given by 

( )=T I I E2 /3EP 4 2 EP. The standard Gaffey formulas [20] are used 
for the isotropic slowing down distribution. (See also equa-
tions (1)–(11) of [21].) At the edge =�r r a/  (actually the pedestal 
top) we take the boundary density condition ( ) ( ) =n a n a d/EP S 1 
with d1 between 0 and 1. The more pessimistic value =d 01  cor-
responds to an orbit loss time much less than the slowing down 
and transport time at the edge. It seems unlikely that =d 11 . 
Without transport ( ) ( )= ⇒ =D n r n r0EP EP S . We are concerned 
here with the stationary state solutions: ( )∂ ∂ =n r t/ 0EP . The 
inner core transport has ( ) ( )<n r n rEP S  and outer core rede-
position has ( ) ( )>n r n rEP S . A marginally stable AE alpha 
transport ‘diffusivity’ is added to the high-n micro-turbulent 
effective diffusivity DEP:

( )[( ) ( )]= −∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂ +>D D a n n r n r D/ / /EP AE EP EP EP
th

0 ITG/TEM
EP

 (A.2)

where ( )−∂ ∂n r/EP
th  is the local linear AE den-

sity critical gradient, and [ ] =>x 00  if <x 0. When 

( ) ( )  −∂ ∂ > −∂ ∂ = −n r n r D/ / , 10.0m sEP EP
th

AE
2 1 is sufficient 

to drive the EP density gradient close to the critical for the 
DIII-D case here. As characteristic of ‘stiff’ critical gradient 
models, the resultant transport flows are insensitive to larger 
values.

The micro-turbulent transport of EPs is provided by the 
Angioni et al quasilinear models [7, 8] fitted to several cross 
verified gyrokinetic codes. The key formulas are repeated here 
for the convenience of the reader:

[ ]Γ = − = +D n r n D L C Rd /d 1/ /A
n pITG/TEM

EP
ITG/TEM
EP

EP EP EP
EP EP

 (A.3a)

[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ]χ= + + +D T E T E T E0.02 4.5 / 8 / 350 /A
EP eff e EP e EP

2
e EP

3

 (A.3b)

) ){ }( ) [ ]= + + −� �C R L E E3/2 / 1/ 1 log(1 1/ 1p c c
EP

Te
1.5 1.5

 (A.3c)

where typically <C 0p
EP  indicates ‘thermal pinching’. The so 

called ‘energy pinch’ is dropped in the Angioni model. The base 
normalization has χ χ χ= +i eeff  corresponding the combined 
effective energy diffusivity of the thermal plasma when the ion 
and electron densities and temperatures are the same. xeff it 
computed assuming the EP (NBI) heating is the only source:

[( ) ]χ = Γ − −E n T r n T r/ d /d d /d /2i i e eeff EP EP
birth (A.4)

where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫Γ = ′ ′r V r S r r V rd /
r

EP
birth

0 0  is the alpha birth 

source flux. Note that the Angioni model fitting was actu-
ally for fusion alpha particles in an effective DT plasma, but 
applied here to a D- NBI and thermal plasma.
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